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Drones by Megan Harn and Mikayla Bell

 Drones are becoming a huge 
military advancement for the United 
States. However, there is much con-
troversy over whether or not drones 
are becoming too powerful. A drone is 
an unmanned aircraft or ship that can 
navigate autonomously without human 
control or beyond the line of sight.
 The drone has many useful 
aspects that are used for the benefi t 
of the United States and its people. 
Rohann Imbao (So.) says that “drones 
are good to have because they take 
away a lot of the risks of the US 
military dying.” Drones are able to fl y 
without a human inside to operate it 
so if the plane crashes or is shot down, 
the pilot will not be hurt. Another 
benefi t to using drones is that drones 
have advanced surveillance technol-
ogy. “Drones are helpful because they 
are able to more quickly locate lost or 
missing people as well  they are able 
to locate criminals on the run faster 
than previous technology could” tells 
Irene Harun (So.).  Jenna Horton (So.) 

says that “drones help to make Amer-
ica safer because they can eliminate 
terrorist attacks that pose a high threat 
to the US.” Drones have been used to 
eliminate some terrorist with plans of 
attacking America. Drones can also 
be used to track the drug traffi cking 
across the Mexican border, locate wild 
fi res, and search for areas of radiation.
 The drone may be quite a 
useful piece of technology but there 
are also many downsides to this un-
manned device. Jenna Horton says that 
“Even though drones help to eliminate 
terrorists, they often kill innocent 
civilians at the same time.” When 
drones are used to kill people threaten-
ing to America, they often kill people 
that were around the terrorist when 
they were eliminated. Innocent people 
have lost their lives due to the use of 
drones. Another downside to the use 
of drones is that they have  advanced 
GPSs and are able to track license 
plate numbers. “Drones can be used 
for good reasons but I don’t like the 

fact that drones can pry into peoples’ 
lives so easily.” If drones are put into 
the wrong hands then they can be used 
to spy on innocent civilians but they 
are mostly used for the best interest of 
the people. “Drones can be not such 
a good thing because they can elimi-
nate some jobs” says Rohann Imbao. 
Drones are unmanned so there are less 
and less pilots that will be needed to 
fl y them which eliminate jobs as they 
are being replaced by robots.
 Overall, drones pose a tough 
question. Are they too advanced 
and too controlling or do the helpful 
aspects of this device outweigh the 
downsides? Irene Harun concludes 
that “Drones are a good thing to have 
as long as they continue to be used for 
helping people and helping America 
but they become bad when their power 
is abused to spy on peoples’ lives.”
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News 2

 Ever feel like running away? Not 
being accepted at home? Being abused? 
There is help available. Standup for Kids 
offers a free shelter every day.  They have 
26 shelters in the country, including 3 in 
Washington state, in the cities of Olympia, 
Bremerton, and Seattle. The astound-
ing fact that 13 children die on the street 
everyday is very heartbreaking. 
   Standup for Kids is here to 
lower that statistic and to help anyone who 
is debating or already made the decision to 
leave home.  They are a non profit organi-
zation. They collect monetary donations to 
give the gift of medical care, food, educa-
tion, jobs, and hou ing.  Standupforkids.
org doesn’t only help kids around the U.S. 
make their choice, it also is a great place 
for kids and adults to donate money too. 

They don’t just offer assistance to run-
aways, they also offer outreach.  Outreach 
is here  to locate and assist homeless and 
at risk kids on the street. In the United 
States there are over 1 million homeless 
and street kids. So, running away isn’t 
the only solution, get the help every kid 
deserves.  Don’t be afraid to reach out for 
help.  They deal with kids every single 
day.  This is their job. They donate their 
time to benefit everyone.     
 If you are thinking about run-
ning away, you can call 1.800.365.4KID 
or email runaway@standupforkids.org for 
more information.

Don’t Runaway  by Anna Provoe

 Spotify is a music service, with a similar 
format to  iTunes. Only with Spotify, you can add 
music into your playlist for no cost. There are approxi-
mately 20 million songs in the Spotify database. You 
can listen to Spotify on your home computer for free, 
or on a mobile device for a the cost of ten dollars a 
month. Spotify plays advertisements every few songs, 
but never at a constant rate. It is guaranteed you will 
hear a music suggestion, or a not so fun fact, or feel 
encouraged to “Upgrade to Spotify Premium” through-
out your listening session. Its really easy to use Spotify 
if you’re doing homework, or blogging, gaming, or 
doing whatever it is you do on your desktop. If you are 
on the go, using your personal iTunes songs or Pan-
dora is probably a more preferred method of listening 
to music. 
 Music artists don’t encourage listeners to use 
Spotify, because with using it, the artists make much 
less money than they would from using other music 
streaming places, like iTunes. 
 The great debate is whether or not it is worth 
it to use Spotify. If you have a moral issue with listen-
ing to music from an application that doesn’t support 
the artists as much as they should, Spotify is not for 
you. 

 The other thing about Spotify is that it doesn’t 
pay attention to your music style like Pandora does. 
Spotify constantly is playing advertisements for ran-
dom bands the listener has no interest in. And the ads 
are so consistent and repetitive; it definitely is some-
thing one would be annoyed with when trying to enjoy 
music. “I hate Spotify commercials” is a sentence most 
people can relate to. 
There are many pro’s and con’s to using Spotify, all 
depending on your personal preference. 

The Spotify Controversy by Chelsie Bopp 
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A tree stands tall, a mirror of the times it has indwelt
A young, excited energy courses beneath its pelt
It stands the test of years, remains through winter and fair weather
And yet it’s hardened by the world, worn tough by time like leather
A tree stands ragged, jaded by the life it has possessed
How inadequate its purpose is when met with life’s request
How little can a tree effect, how small a print it leaves
Do the few lives touched by its existence make up for the thieves?
A tree stands bare, a pillar ‘midst the weakness of its world
Its cuts and scars are evidence of all that has unfurled
A tree stands shaken, rough and ragged, stubborn toward the wind
Its leaves may fall, but through it all, beginning to the end
The Tree Stands

A Tree Stands by Anita Richards Favorite Things About 
Summer by Tasneem Osman

 Whether you love the past decades or just love having 
fun with your friends messing around, swing dancing might be 
your thing.  People of all ages gather every Tuesday at the Eagles 
ballroom in downtown Olympia for only five dollars you can 
go swing dance from 7:30-10:30 and if you want a lesson if you 
come at 7:00 you can get help and a brief lesson for no additional 
charge.  Although the attire is come as you are, many people 
choose to dress up by wearing old time outfits for the 40’s, 50’s, 
and 60’s. If you want to come and meet new people the address 
is 805 4th avenue East, located at the Eagles Club ballroom. Con-
nor Hancock (Jr.) enjoys dressing up in his old-timey attire, and 
also says “It’s a great reenactment of a classic dance.” Doesn’t 
that make you want to go even more? Considering the fact, that 
you can meet new people that are your age and learn a valuable 
new skill. Tyler Kuhnau (Jr.) added “Before swing dance I was 
too afraid to dance. I always thought I couldn’t. But look at me 
now. I love it!”  By the sounds of that it’s almost criminal not to 
go. It is truly amazing what a little boost can do.  You don’t even 

need a partner. They  have plenty of people male and female 
their waiting on someone to ask them to dance. And if you really 
have a passion for it you can attend the new series classes that 
are offered every month so it is virtually impossible to run out 
of new things to learn. You can get as intricate with each move 
as you want.  Most people you dance with will happily give you 
pointers as well as teach you new moves.  Don’t be afraid to step 
out of your comfort zone and try something new or ask questions. 
Everybody starts somewhere and each time you go you learn 
something or meet someone new.    
 So the sooner you go and the more often you attend the 
better off you’ll be.  Also if swing dance ain’t your thing you can 
try the blues dance on Thursday nights from nine to midnight 
with a 20 minute lesson. This is also five dollars and is great for 
those summer nights. If you want to learn more about either of 
these excellent opportunities you can visit olyswing.com or call 
(360) 239-9907. 

It Don’t Mean a Thing if You Ain’t Got That Swing 
by Anna Provoe

 Having a hard time imagining how you can possibly make it to summer? Give yourself something to look forward to! Use 
these daily tips to survive your last few school days! 

June 7th- Reward yourself for getting through another week! Go get bubble tea with a friend.
June 8th- It’s Saturday! Watch a funny movie like Napoleon Dynamite, Hot Rod, or Nacho Libre.
June 9th- Prepare for one more week! Make some s’mores and listen to your favorite music.
June 10th- The last Monday you’ll have to endure for a while! Play ultimate Frisbee or Volleyball this afternoon. If the weather turns 
out bad, go to Shari’s for pie instead.
June 11th- You only have to wake up this early two more times! Kill time wandering through Wal-Mart or Target. Go to the mall if 
you’re feeling adventurous.
June 12th- You can make it! Go make someone’s day by forking their house or ambushing them with water balloons. If that sounds too 
dangerous, bake cake pops or Oreo balls. (Follow the recipes at the bottom of this article.)
June 13th- You made it! Do whatever you want! School is over! Maybe use this extra time to make a summer bucket list and try to 
cross something off every day.

Survive School Until Summer by Anita Richards

Features

Activity Number of Votes
Sleep

No School
Hanging With Friends

Camping
Sports

Traveling
Family

Summer Food

5
11
14
3

10
12
6
6
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Cake Pop Recipe:
1 box of cake mix and ingredients specified on the box
Vegetable Oil
1- 2 bags of candy melts of your choice
1 bag of cake pop/ lollipop sticks
Approximately ½ cup of cream cheese
Sprinkles, colored pearls, and other decorations

Bake Cake as instructed on the box. Let cool completely.
Line a baking sheet with parchment paper; set aside.
Break the baked cake into sections and beat individual sections 
of cake and frosting in a large bowl,  mashing them together 
with a spoon just until a dense, moist dough forms and the 
frosting is evenly incorporated with no visible lumps. Add sec-
tions of cake a little at a time until it is all beaten. 
Using your hands, roll the mixture into 16 (1-1/2-inch) balls 
(about the size of a ping-pong ball) and place them on the pre-
pared baking sheet. Place the baking sheet in the freezer until 
the cake balls are firm but not frozen, about 30 minutes.
Meanwhile, line a second baking sheet with parchment paper. 
Set the baking sheet and decorations aside.
When the cake balls are ready, place the Candy Melts in a 
medium microwave-safe bowl and microwave on high, stir-
ring every 30 seconds, until melted and smooth. (The mixture 
should be the consistency of softly whipped cream.) If it’s too 
thick, add vegetable oil, 1/2 teaspoon at a time, until it reaches 
the desired consistency.
Remove 2 of the cake balls from the freezer. Dip 1/2 inch of 
a lollipop stick into the melted candy, then insert it about 1 
inch into a cake ball. (The melted candy coating helps the cake 
ball stay on the stick.) Immediately dip the cake ball into the 
melted candy and turn to coat completely. Gently tap and twirl 
the stick several times on the edge of the bowl to form a thin, 
even coating, letting the excess drip off.
Immediately decorate with sugar and sprinkles. Hold the cake 
pop upright until the coating starts to set, about 30 seconds to 
1 minute. Place on the second prepared baking sheet. (Don’t 
worry, the coating will be set enough that the pops will retain 
their round shape after you lay them down.) Repeat with the 
second cake ball, then repeat with the remaining cake balls, 
coating 2 at a time. (If the melted candy starts to cool and 
thicken, reheat until it’s melted again or add vegetable oil as 
necessary.)
Let the cake pops sit at room temperature until the candy coat-
ing is completely set and hardened, about 15 minutes. Store at 
room temperature in an airtight container for up to 1 week.

Oreo Ball Recipe:
1 (16 ounce) package Oreo cookies, crushed
1 (8 ounce) package cream cheese, softened
1 (24 ounce) package white chocolate almond bark
1 (24 ounce) package chocolate almond bark 

Using a blender or hand held mixer, mix Oreos and cream 
cheese together.
Roll into walnut size balls.
Chill for an hour.
Melt approximately 3/4 package of white almond bark.
Stick a toothpick in an Oreo ball and dip it in the melted white 
almond bark.
Allow to harden on wax paper. (Takes about 15 minutes.) 
While waiting, melt about 1/4 package of chocolate almond 
bark.
When Oreo balls are no longer sticky to the touch, decorate 
with drizzles of chocolate and white almond bark.
Use a sandwich bag with a tiny hole cut in one corner to 
drizzle the almond bark.

 Do you ever have the urge to just write? To express 
your feelings through pen and paper among people who actu-
ally feel the way you feel? If your answer is yes, then you 
should consider becoming a member of North Thurston’s 
Write Club next year.  
 The Write Club is a club centered on writing. You 
can have the opportunity to share your own stories, poems, 
and papers you are proud of with a group of relatable people. 
There is no right or wrong way to write here at the Write Club 
because everyone around you has the same goal and wants to 
express themselves. 
 If the people around you in English class are always 
complaining about all the boring writing assignments, which 
can stunt your growth in your own writing abilities just be-
cause they don’t have the same passion for writing as you do. 
Even if you don’t like writing in English class, that’s no reason 
that you won’t love free writing. The Write Club welcomes all 
writers of all different skill sets with any story that they want 
to tell.

Write With the Right 
People by Ben Watson and Cheyenne Watler

Survive School Until Summer: Recipes by Anita Richards
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 Music festivals and concerts are what make up many people’s summers. From Rock and Alternative to Pop and Country here 
are some of the hottest music events this summer. So go ahead and freak out to your favorite band, camp out for a few days, or  simply 
sit and enjoy the music that you love.
June 15- Vans Warped Tour
June 19- Damian “Jr. Gong” Marley and Stephen Marley at the Showbox Theater
June 19- Fall Out Boy at the Showbox Theater
June 6- Hinder at the Showbox Theater
June 26- Hollywood Undead at  the Showbox Theater
July 7- Victoria Justice at the Showbox Theater
July 5- Say Anything at the Showbox Theater
July 15- Jimmy Eat World at the Showbox Theater
July 21- Bruno Mars with Ellie Goulding at the Showbox Theater
July 20- John Mayer: Born and Raised Tour 2013 at the George Amphitheater
July 28- One Direction at Key Arena
August 2 ‘til 4- Watershed Music Festival at the George Amphitheater
August 8- Sublime with Rome at the Showbox Theater
August 9- Fitz and the Tantrums at the Showbox Theater
August 10- 107.7 The End’s Summer Camp at the Showbox Theater
August 13- Daryl Hall and John Oats at the Showbox Theater
August 23- Willie Nelson and Family at the Showbox Theater
August 24- Black Sabbath at the George Amphitheater
August 30- Dave Matthews Band at the George Amphitheater
August 31- Taylor Swift with Ed Sheeran at the Tacoma Dome

Twenty Sizzling Summer Concerts of 2013 
by Cheyenne Watler

 As another school 
year comes to an end, many 
students are looking forward 
to a long awaited break. 
No school, no teachers, no 
homework and no tests. 
While most are thinking up 
ways to spend their summer, 
this year’s juniors are look-
ing towards their final year of 
high school.
 “It’s weird know-
ing highschool is almost 
over,” Monica Renda (Jr.) 
quoted about her upcoming 
senior year, going on to say, 
“It’s really exciting because 
everyone looks up to you and 
you’re now the upperclass-
man.” Weda Pepoe (Jr.) has 
mixed feelings about being a 
senior, exclaiming, “I am su-
per excited to be a senior but 
kind of sad because I know 
everyone will go their sepa-
rate ways very soon.”  Junior 
Merrigan Risvold cannot be-

lieve that she will be a senior. 
“I think it’s crazy that I’m 
going to be a senior. Time 
went by so fast but I know 
it’s going to be a fun year.”
 With senior year 
comes the difficult and 
tedious decisions of col-
lege. What college to attend? 
How much will tuition cost? 
“I am undecided on which 
specific college I want to go 
to. I would love to go out of 
state,” Weda said as Keadrin 
Dick (Jr.) has already been 
hard at work at searching for 
colleges. “I’ve been thinking 
about colleges all year and I 
plan to apply to UW, WSU, 
Yale, Stanford, Dartmouth, 
Oberlin and West Point.” 
Weather plays a big part 
sometimes in choosing a col-
lege. “I have been thinking 
about California colleges like 
Stanford or UC Berkeley. I 
want to go somewhere warm 

if I can,” Logan Bryan (Jr.) 
commented.
 Many students can’t 
wait to be seniors and to have 
the experiences that come 
along with being upperclass-
men. “I am looking forward 
to spending time with my 
friends more because I will 
be able to drive,” Weda 
quoted while Merrigan is 
“looking forward to an easy 
schedule and being done with 
high school.”
 While the graduat-
ing class gets ready to leave 
and head out into the real 
world, next year’s senior 
class are anxiously await-
ing to take their place as the 
new upperclassmen. Who 
knows what to expect from 
the Class of 2014 as they 
enter their final year of high 
school?

Class of 2014 by Megan Wilson
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 JJ Abrams has done it again 
with yet another phenomenal Star Trek 
movie. Star Trek Into Darkness is a 
sequel to the last Trek movie, that came 
out in 2009. This movie, alike to the first 
drops the viewer in, right in the middle 
of the action.  
 The Enterprise is working to 
save a planet and its inhabitants, just 
like the actual crew would have done in 
the original series. No win scenarios are 
no stranger to Captain James Tiberius 
Kirk (played by Chris Pine,) and tough 
decisions have to be made. Basically, 
Kirk saves the day with his intelligence, 
human love for his crew and Spock 
(played by Zachary Quinto) and his 
respectable leadership traits.  
 These same traits that make 
him a great leader, cause the Federation 
get on his tail and revoke his captaincy. 
In a heart wrenching scene, he is forced 
to return the Enterprise to Admiral 
Christopher Pike (Bruce Greenwood.) 
Along with that, Spock is transferred 
to another ship in the Federation, and 
basically everything that makes the 
Enterprise run smoothly is ripped away. 

All while this is happening, Benedict 
Cumberbatch is brewing some whacky 
chaos. His identity in the movie was 
kept hidden from the media the entire 
duration of all adverts, interviews, and 
spoilers. Nobody knew what to expect 
from the British actor.  
 I would say he surprised ev-
eryone with his intense sass, dedication 
and deep vocals. Throughout the movie, 
references to Star Trek II The Wrath 
of Khan (1982), and Star Trek III The 
Search for Spock (1984) were made, 
warming the hearts of all the original 
fans.  Other key factors that made 
the original series so great were also 
included in the movie, such as a special 
appearance from a Tribble, and more 
references to original episodes.  
 Overall, the movie was fan-
tastic in the fact that it brought up old 
parts of Star Trek, and modernized them 
somewhat in a way that couldn’t have 
been done in the 60’s and 80’s with the 
technology they had. Sure, some of the 
characters have different behavioral pat-
terns, but, it still kept to the Trek theme 
of exploring space, the final frontier. 

Star Trek: Into Darkness Review by Chelsie Bopp 

 The final sprint for the last inch as the crowd cheers. 
Emerging from the glimmering water while the other swimmers 
slow down from  the exhausting  pace. Pedaling with all of the 
energy left for the course. Coming together, these three make 
up  the everlasting race. Every year, North Thurston High school 
hosts a triathlon called the Iron Ram where students form a team 
of three (or go solo.) Together, they compete in running, biking 
and swimming and aim for the best time. This event has been go-
ing on for many years as a tradition and will continue to as many 
students and teachers alike participate in the competition. It’s 
pure competition for the spirit of fun.
 The Iron Ram is a very demanding competition with 
a 100 meter swim, a 1.3 mile bike ride and a 1 mile run, but 
brings so many students together. Even teachers of different sizes 

compete in the Iron Ram. But why not compete? Getting to meet 
new people, challenging yourself to different extents of physical 
testing and getting good exercise is all a part of it. The Iron Ram 
has been a tradition at North Thurston with more than 180 staff 
and students competing each year for the past nine years.
 So why do students choose to partake? Ben Watson (So.) 
replied: “It’s very fun and I enjoy it!” This was his first year com-
peting in the Iron Ram as a swimmer. Athletes at North Thurston 
have an advantage to the competition. “It’s a great event and I 
would do it again!”
 So next year when the event comes up, perhaps consider 
signing up. Make a team with your friends and join the fun, be-
cause challenging yourself and showing everyone what you can 
do is always a good thing.

Trekking Into Success by Adam Byrnes 
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 Imagine waking up to the sounds of a storm in the 
background, dim red warning lights on above your head, and 
the scream of something terribly unearthly resounding through 
every corridor. Now imagine that you just survived a devastating 
outbreak in which the corpses of the deceased suddenly forgot 
they were dead, and got back up to say hello. So what’s the first 
thing you do? Why, grab a pipe off the wall, and go further into 
the croaking metal carcass of the ship you inhabit. Dead Island: 
Riptide is the sequel to the 2011 release of Dead Island, a first 
person perspective thriller set in a paradise island called Banoi. 
Dead Island: Riptide is set in Palanai, one of several other islands 
in the Banoi Archipelago. After escaping from the ship, you find 
Palanai too has been struck by the deadly virus first encountered 
in Banoi. And all over again you must survive the horror of the 
dead coming to claim what they lost. This newest installment in 
the Dead Island franchise brings together a more cohesive plot 
line, and adds a more survivalist element to the game that was 
somehow missing in the last one. During my own play through 
there were more than a few times in which corpses I had dis-
missed got back up behind me and went for a hug. The game 
offers new mob types, one in which the enemy disables you by 
screaming loud enough to paralyze you, thus allowing the “foot 
soldiers” to swarm around you. With the controls set in the same 
schematic as the last game (for the PS3 at least) the buttons come 
back quickly. The graphics have improved many times over with 
the use of the updated Chrome Engine 5. Enemy AI (Artificial 
Intelligence) has seen recent developments as well; many will try 
to perform flanking maneuvers while others rush you. You must 
constantly watch and listen for the tell-tale groans that warn of 
the approach of undead. You must also be wary of losing your 
weapons if you decide to throw them, many tend to glitch out and 
become irretrievable, so think twice! Fighting with guns is still 

discouraged, as their damage isn’t as consistent as melee combat. 
The process of “modding” is still in use, with anything from an 
electrically spiked sword, to a baseball bat with saw blades in 
the sides. The game offers a new aspect as well; throughout the 
game you eventually must defend your “base” from swarms of 
the undead as you attempt to proceed to the next area. The danger 
during these assaults is very real; group members may die or 
turn, which means losing them forever. You must also be wary 
of completing side missions before deciding to proceed though, 
as doing so depends on whether the holdout has a chance to fall 
during your absence. 
  Overall, the game presents a masterwork of strokes, 
including AI smart enough to outmaneuver you, graphics real 
enough to be mistaken for photos, and a plot line thick enough 
to be intriguing, but not unnecessarily convoluted. Dead Island: 
Riptide is a game that doesn’t feel like it’s overly much; it fits 
like a nice pair of pants, smooth, comfortable, and entertaining as 
hell to watch, it’s a game that has definitely raised the bar in the 
horror/survival genre. Now, go back to the ship, pick up the pipe, 
and proceed into the depths.

Dead Island Riptide by Patrick Burke

 The Great Gatsby was a 
great movie. Besides the remarkable 
and charming actor Leonardo Di-
caprio, the plot kept you on the edge 
of your seat. All of the Junior English 
classes read the book but, the major-
ity of the readers are frustrated about 
how the much movie differs from 
the book. But it was an astonishing 
production and although the students 
are picking it apart for not being how 
they wanted it, it is still tons of hard 
work to make a movie this good. As 
with every book transferred over to a 
movie people always have their opin-
ions. “The movie just didn’t have the 
heart like the book. 
Lack of chemistry between some. 
Basically style over substance’” says 
sophomore Lucian Anderson.   

 The beginning of the movie 
really shocked me because all the 
music was not all from the 1920’s 
and that it had a few from songs that 
would be considered modern day 
music.  Leonardo Dicaprio plays 
Jay Gatsby and honestly, I couldn’t 
think of a better actor for this part. 
All the outfits and props are spot on 
and actually look like they are from 
the 1920’s. My favorite dress is the 
crystal chandelier dress worn by 
Daisy play by Carey Mulligan. That 
dress just takes my dress away!  But 
no wonder I like it, all the dresses are 
designed and made by Prada. Fresh-
man Rachel Benton says “It really 
made you think about life. Sure the 
movie took place a long time ago, but 
it is still relatable.” 

What a Great Movie, Old Sport by Anna Provoe
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Dots and Boxes
Players: 2

Rules: Take turns making horizontal or vertical lines from one 
dot to another. The player who completed the 1X1 box receives 
a point. Once you complete a square, you go again. After all 
lines are completed, the series of square completing begins. Use 
strategy to find the least amount of squares to give up. The one 
with the most completed squares in the end wins.  

Whether it’s art, articles, letters to the editor or some 
cool events you want in the paper, it is all welcome. 
You can submit those to our email: nthsrampage@
gmail.com 

Unexpected pregnancy? 
We are here for you. 

 pregnancy testing 

 first trimester ultrasound 

 limited STD testing and treatment 

 accurate medical information 

 parenting education and support 
*Care net does not perform or refer for abortion or contraceptives* 

all services 
FREE 

360.753.0061 • 24/7 

www.carenetolympia.org 
You are not alone. 

The RamPage wants YOUR submissions!


